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The following are my comments on the proposed Louisiana Energy Services, Urenco
uranium enrichmnent plant.

I question the validity of the statement pg xix line 43 that the facility would contribute to
the attainment of national energy security policy objectives. What good are these
objectives if national and state security are compromised? With the world as we know it
today there are many issues that are raised when one refers to national security. This
draft indicates that nonproliferation, public scoping, and safety and security are not
considered in the environmental impact. How can that be when all of these arc a factor in
this unstable world? If this technology were stolen again as it was before with AQ Khan
then it would impact our environment by possibly maling our city, state and country
vulnerable due to espionage. If there is an attack of any type on the facility, would that
not constitute a national security due to the potential disbursement of radioactive fall-out
caused by an explosive?
Per the no action alternative pg xx enrichment services would continue to be met by our
fiends and allies with existing domestic and foreign uranium enrichment suppliers-still a
viable alternative to this plant. Still a saner alternative is to divert all research and
development to a better and safer source of electricity development such as wind turbines
and solar energy.
On pg xxiii, reference to public and occupation health and safety line 40-47 1 find totally
unacceptable since at this point in time there is no radiation or accidents involving
radioactive materials so the most severe accident caused by rupturing an
ovcrfilledloverhcated cylinders. It is a fact that the risks of regular low dose radiation can
be a carcinogen at sorme point in time.
Reference pg 1-3 line 19-39 the 2002 letter to NRC from DOE indicates that the DOE
made several recommendations and the last refers to Urenco as a partner, I question
whether the US had knowledge of the espionage and status of the stolen secrets and plans
that have been discovered about AQ Khan when this letter was written and whether this
infornation is valid today? He has been acknowledged as the Father of The Pakistani
Bomb after stealing the centrifuge technology secrets and used them to develop the
technology in his homeland. Is this the kind of company the US wants to deal with for
the next generation?
Reference pg 1-10 line 44-48, since the NM Governor has decided to withhold the
Ground Water Discharge Permit it is evident that there may be other factors that are not
agreeable with our Governor as has recently been divulged to the public regarding the
disposition of the waste.
Reference pg 1-16, it is stated that there wcre no cooperating agencies involved with the
scoping process, but since this process was started there has been infonnation
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forthcoming about this LES company contributing to NM Governor Richardson's' pet
program, Move On.Org. This is what I would consider a possible conflict of interest in
the license application since it may prove compromising to the Governor's Office.
Reference page 2-2 table 2-1 reflects that construction will be 3 years then some
operations will begin and construction will continue for 5 more years so actual full
operations will only bc 14 years, then decommissioning starts. It would appear that there
will be a very moderate amount of time spent in the actual full operations of the plant so
then the US would have to look for alternative to the plant again. This does not seem
like a very cost effective operation, or a safe operation considering there are alternative
energy sources that could be tapped during this 30-year span of time, which could be
safer to the human species and our external environment.
On page 2-12 the table reflects projected earning for the temporary construction *workers
but I find nothing in the draft concerning pay and description of the plant workers, I have
asked for this information before, why will this information not be divulged? It certainly
falls under the socioeconomic issues at stake.
Page 2-21 line 3 states the sludge from the water pit will be removed at the end of the 30-
year plant life once during decommissioning phase. Since this area does get rain deluge
on a periodic basis this sludge must be removed on a regular basis, not just once in a
lifetime.
Page 2-25 line 42-43 should be thrown out of the draft; it assumes there is a licensed low-
level radioactive waste disposal facility, there is none.
Page 2-27 line 43-47 should be thrown out of the draft, it assumes there is/will be a
licensed low-level radioactive waste disposal facility, there is none, this is not a viable
assumption to make.
Page 2-29 refers to disposition of hydrogen fluoride gas to acid and calcium fluoride and
how there will be more than the DUF6 to dispose of; there will be additional toxic wastes
that will need to be disposed of as well. The no action alternative would mean there
would be no wastes at all to be disposed of, therefore the disposition of these wastes and
lack of a viable plan to rid the waste should not be assumed to be satisfied. There is no
contract, no contingency in place with said ConvcrDyn, no construction of a conversion
facility that can even be considered as a viable plan to dispose of the waste. This should
be thrown out of the draft.
Page 2-31 indicated disposal options that do not meet the criteria as viable options for the
waste disposal. Line 19 proposes using an abandoned mine but certainly nothing has
come about with this option since no one wants the waste generated by LES. This should
be thrown out of the draft as an option. The other options detailed on 2-31 and 2-32 also
prove to be uncertain since none of the facilities listed can accept this type of waste. All
of these facilities should be disregarded as a viable waste disposal facility since none are
licensed to accept the wastes. A no action alternative would be to continue as the US is
currently doing and seek alternate methods of generating electricity, which I support.
Page 2-39 refers to the US reliance of foreign sources of enrichment services and how an
alternative would not meet the US national energy policies but still the US is willing to
sponsor a foreign owned company aid trust them with providing this service? Line 44
indicated is in DOE 2000a, obviously before the facts known about LES espionage
history and AQ Khan. Does the government still feel the same about a foreign
based/owned company having the this technology and just because it will be on US soil it
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will trust thlis company to carry on as if there past never happened? It seems to me that if
the US can judge what countries like Iran and Korea can do about their uranium
enrichment then these same countries would be within their rights to condemn the US for
their involvement with this foreign owned company.
Page 2-44 line 11-15 states that the NRC staff assumes all DUF6 will be converted to
U308 and will be disposed of in a licensed facility but I challenge the NRC to reevaluate
this assumption since at present time there is no facility in existence in the US to convert
DIJF6 to U308 and there is no facility to put this waste in. This should totally negate the
entire alternative for the waste disposal. The optimum situations and circumstances do
not exist. This is not the time to dream of the ideal situations it is the time to develop and
seek alternatives to nuclear energy. There are better and safcr alternatives to nuclear
power and thc US should be the catalyst in the refinement of already known alternatives
to nuclear power.
Page 3-40 line 53-60 are a review of what we already know about the Ogallala Aquifer
and the future regional demand for water that would deplete Lea County's current water
supply. There are projected shortages and specific recommendations that have been
rnadc by the State Engineer's Office and these items should bc identified and acted upon
before Lea County takes it upon it self to support the operation of this plant by
authorizing our valuable water commodity to be sold to the highest bidder.
Page 3-56 line 15 refers to Prime Care Health Clinic; this clinic was abandoned by its
parent hospital and is not open. Therc is no clinic open for business in Eunice as of this
datc.
Page 3-56 line 13 states that the public safety with this vicinity includes fire support
provided by Eunice Fire and Rescue Service but sincc I am a resident of the Eunice
Community j challenge that this Service can meet the necessary requirements of a useful
and productive Fire and Rescue Service. There have situations just recently where our
Fire and Rescue service could not respond to emergency either due to lack of personnel
and in one situation on an emergency ambulance run, the patient/victim had to walk to
the ambulance because the personnel responding could not perform their duties because
they did not know how to operate the gurney for patient transport. This community may
tolerate this type of ignorance and incompetence in this situation but will they in an
emergency situation involving terrorist activity or major fire or injury situation? J don't
desire to find out if they are capable, we have a very small and inexperienced volunteer
fire department and frankly I do not think they are capable of handling any real, Jarge and
dangerous emergency. I do not desire to discredit my neighbors but we are not a
sophisticated community and we are neither knowledgeable nor experienced in big time
disasters.
Page 3-63 Line 6-S refers to an extra effort made to meet with reps of the African-
American and Hispanic groups, who and where was this effort actually made. Certainly
was not in Eunice, I am Hispanic, my husband is African-American and certainly we live
in the south/west side of Eunice and I have interviewed several people in this area and we
were not contacted by LES nor the NRC. Did these groups of people actually participate
and contact those directly affected by the plant, or arc they from Hobbs, 20 miles away?
This needs to be addressed in detail.
Page 4-S lines 19-24 refer to operations and air quality, the pollutants that are released to
the air during this plant operation period. This is unacceptable; our air quality is poor on
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some days anyway due to hydrogen sulfide in the area due to the oil industry now we
must endure additional caustic/toxic emissions. Zero emissions in the only acceptable
alternative.
Page 4-15 lines 42-49 refers to the Ogallala Aquifer an a nonrenewablc water source and
future demand for water in the region would exceed the recharge rate, the present local
water supplies could be affected. Knowing tliat our water supply is in jeopardy now and
in the future it is appalling to me to see and hear the water officials in Lea County
endorse this facility without regard to the future. Water conservation for the local
population is one thing but to allow a polluting plant to use the water we need is
inexcusable. LES should drill their own water wells and get their own water source other
than ours. Why is the state of NM undergoing water conservation policy changes if they
are willing to just negotiate our water rights away?
Page 4-36 Lines 5-17 refer to the largest impacts on the general public which include the
magnitude of higher than the direct radiation and inhalation of the radioactive material in
a postulated accident, I would like this detailed so that all the public would know ofthe
symptoms and effects of any such postulated accident.
Page 4-39 lines 1-24 refers to potential chemical accidents to the public in an accident by
rail or truck, I would like more information regarding the gravity of such an accident
occurring. Gov Mackie, Colorado is very much against the transportation of such
material as the waste across his state since there have been several rail accidents that have
occurred in Colorado over the last year. I too have many questions and I believe all the
Governors and state officials of all the states involved in the "alternative " methods of
waste disposal should be made aware that this company is assuming that the waste
product and/or enriched uranium can travel any place that they wish to ship it to.
Page 4-40 lines 23-37 reviews the summary of transportation accident impacts, I would
like more information on how latent cancer fatalities are calculated, I am a lay person and
I require these references to be described in details that an average lay person
understands.
Page 4-44 lines 31-42 refers to the public exposure to the radioactive material released to
the atmosphere and the expected exposure pathways of material deposited on the ground
which could in affects not just people but livestock, and food sources such as leafy
vegetables, carrots, potatoes and beef from nearby grazing livestock that may be eaten.
This is totally unacceptable to me. I grow my own vegetables and beef and the idea that
my food, which I grow, to avoid unnecessary pesticides and chemicals, will now be
tainted by dangerous radioactive nuclides is abhorrent and totally unnecessary. Why
should I accept less than zero emissions from this facility? Why can't the hepa-filtered
air not just be recirculated back into the plant? Anyone working for this organization
knows what this facility and its operations are'so let it just be part of their on the job
hazard to breathe their own pollutants.
Page 4-4S lines 4-30 refer to the high consequence events and intermediate consequence
events. I am concerned about all these items, please detail all the dangers and actions that
would be required to take place on each specific event listed. Also detail what
emergency notification would be given to the public and how quickly can this
information go out. Who would prepare and give out this necessary information? Would
it be radio, tv, or the city government?
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Pagc 4-48 lines 36-42 refers to accident consequences, in any hypothetical situation there
are procedures in place to prevent these from occurring, but how does the NRC judge that
a few DUF6 cylinders if on fire or leaking pose small to moderate impacts ifjust a few
people get hurt or die? It would seem to me that the familics of those few injured or dead
people might think it's more than a small or moderate impact to their lives. Would there
be monetary compensation to these families in this type of scenario?
Page 4-53 and 4-54 outline the routes for the waste and possible adjacent private
conversion facilities they are somewhat unspecific and certainly questionable since therc
is no conversion facility in this country as of this date. The details are nothing more than
a wish list since there in no contingency contract with any of these dream companies
outlined. These items should not be considered since they do not exist.
Page 4-72 linesl-34 refers to the unavoidable exposure of the public and workers to
radiation and chemicals. This is totally unacceptable to this community because although
the surrounding communities are willing to put our health and lives on the line for their
monetary gain, we choose not to be guinea pigs. Zero emissions and zero contaminated
water arc the only acceptable alternatives.

I request the Nuclear Regulatory Commission deny the license for Louisiana Energy
Services due to the many holes in the waste disposition alternatives and the growing
public opposition to this plant project.

Sincerely yours,

Ros
Box 514
EuniceNM 88231
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